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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin molestie mauris 
quis tellus finibus, vel condimentum dolor euismod. Quisque id enim in nulla 
porta tincidunt. Morbi lacinia nunc et leo congue cursus. Vivamus scelerisque 
feugiat diam eget auctor. Praesent a metus venenatis, interdum dui eget, iacu-
lis tortor. Aliquam fringilla congue condimentum. Vestibulum vel tellus velit. 
Phasellus tincidunt varius turpis auctor dignissim. Vivamus lobortis et quam ac 
auctor. Vestibulum mattis, elit id laoreet suscipit, ante est eleifend quam, et scele-
risque sem massa non lectus.

Donec molestie vulputate urna, a tincidunt augue ornare nec. Pellentes-
que habitant morbi tristique senectus et netus et malesuada fames ac turpis ege-
stas. Quisque at erat auctor, hendrerit magna sed, blandit enim. Fusce malesuada 
congue urna a tristique. In non ligula sit amet augue tempor semper. Ut vel 
lobortis dui, eu consectetur orci. Sed non lacus enim. Quisque pretium malesua-
da dignissim. Sed gravida massa at sem maximus varius. In faucibus ut lorem sed 
convallis. Morbi ac diam quis magna hendrerit luctus in ac turpis. Etiam lacinia 
sollicitudin orci vel placerat. Phasellus aliquet nisi quam, ac condimentum dolor 
eleifend eu. Cras sed nulla enim.

Nullam vitae porttitor sapien. Duis vel est sit amet quam venenatis 
semper id ac orci. Pellentesque consequat justo a nisi blandit, in lobortis sapien 
molestie. Aenean cursus posuere magna, id aliquam justo facilisis quis. Aenean 
ac purus molestie, ullamcorper nulla et, eleifend lorem. Quisque in lectus et elit 
congue vehicula. Proin ipsum diam, ultrices in ipsum facilisis, tincidunt fermen-
tum ante. Maecenas ante dolor, sagittis vel nunc ut, molestie varius justo. Sed 
tempus, nisi id placerat egestas, arcu mauris tristique mauris, a ornare lacus nisl 
at turpis. Aliquam consequat velit sed sem pulvinar vulputate. Nulla vitae risus 
quis turpis ornare dignissim. Nullam est nunc, ultrices a augue a, tempor vulpu-
tate urna. Duis sit amet dapibus dui, vitae finibus turpis.

Praesent sed bibendum tortor. Duis consectetur libero fermentum lorem 
dapibus, a faucibus tortor volutpat. Aliquam placerat ac ligula at volutpat. 
Nulla vitae finibus nisi, a rhoncus lacus. Aenean vestibulum ut tellus ac ornare. 
Quisque at velit nisl. Maecenas volutpat mauris massa, vitae mollis erat rhoncus 
a. Praesent in condimentum odio. Integer tincidunt tortor quis justo blandit 
congue. Nunc sit amet turpis sed dui facilisis vestibulum. Suspendisse fermen-
tum lectus et neque cursus lobortis. In porttitor nisl eu magna suscipit sodales. 
Maecenas rutrum hendrerit rutrum.

Nullam dictum lacinia nunc, id fringilla massa. Etiam non commodo 
ante. Cras ac mattis metus, et auctor nibh. Aliquam laoreet, magna id rutrum 
suscipit, dolor diam commodo odio, in imperdiet magna tellus sed tortor. Morbi 
mollis accumsan lobortis. Etiam ut erat et ante volutpat ultricies eu at elit. Quis-
que eget turpis nisl. Etiam non ante metus. Vestibulum laoreet feugiat euismod. 
Suspendisse non risus nulla. Vivamus sed enim quam. 

Benno Tempel

Voorwoord
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Monet at Giverny 1883 –1926

W
hen he moved to Giverny in 
1883, Claude Monet was for-
ty-two years old. He had had 
found the house of his dreams 

in which he would live until his death some 
forty years later. There he created two gardens: 
the clos normand (flower garden), and the lily 
pond or water garden. At Giverny, he was able 
to combine his passions for horticulture and 
painting. A landscape painter, Monet was the 
demiurge of a nature made to his own measu-
re – one that offered him, in willow foliage, 
waterlily blossoms and their reflections, the 
generic motifs of some thirty years of painting 
and the very symbols of his oeuvre.

The first principal period of Monet’s life 
at Giverny was that of his moving in and early 
residence between 1883 and 1990. During that 
time he was a tenant; he chose to travel Europe 
in search of unexpected views to paint and, 
when he returned, to record aspects of the 
Seine Valley, rather than to paint a garden that 
he had not yet transformed. The acquisition of 
his house in Giverny, Le Pressoir, in 1890 mar-
ked a turning point and the beginning of the 
second period of Monet’s life there. He could 
now landscape the garden as he wished, giving 
free rein to his passion for horticulture. Ha-
ving replanted the walled garden, in 1893 he 
began work on the water garden and in 1901 
enlarged the bassin (pond). Over the next 
ten years this stretch of water and its banks 
colonised by aquatic plants, waterlilies, irises, 
bamboo and peonies inspired a wonderful 
sequence of small waterlily paintings, before 
becoming the theme of the Grand decorations 
(Grandes décorations): vast murals underta-
ken by this giant of painting between the ages 
of seventy-five and eighty-six, and donated 
to the French state to celebrate the end of the 
First World War.

I shall travel until I have found the 
countryside and house that suit me.1

After the death of Monet’s first wife, 
Camille Doncieux, in 1879, Monet and Alice 
Hoschedé – the latter separated from Ernest 
Hoschedé, a ruined collector turned art critic 
– formed an extended family composed of 
Monet’s two sons, Jean and Michel, and Alice’s 
six children: Suzanne, Blanche, Germaine, 
Marthe, Jacques and Jean-Pierre.

In the early 1880s Monet’s situation was 
still somewhat precarious. He was acknow-
ledged by his peers as one of the leaders of 

the Impressionist movement, but his reputa-
tion as a painter was effectively confined to a 
small circle of initiates – the most important 
of whom was Paul Durand-Ruel, Monet’s 
dealer and principal supporter. In this difficult 
context, exacerbated by the collapse of the 
Union Générale bank in 1882, both pain-
ter and dealer faced ‘the gravest difficulties’ 
on the financial front.2 Monet consistently 
failed to honour his debts, often had to deal 
with bailiffs and could barely afford to meet 
his family’s needs. When the owner of the 
Villa Saint-Louis in Poissy, where Monet had 
lived since 17 December 1881, threatened to 
take him to court, the painter and his family 
narrowly escaped eviction – gaining a stay of 
execution after bitter negotiations – but were 
forced to leave Poissy in mid April 1883.

Lacking both time and money, Monet 
began looking for somewhere to live on 5 
April, a month after the opening of his second 
solo exhibition at Durand-Ruel’s gallery on 1 
March. Having lived in the Seine Valley for 
some ten years, he was looking for a house 
large enough to accommodate his entire ‘tribe’ 
and ideally not far from a boarding school that 
Michel Monet and Jean-Pierre Hoschedé, the 
two little ones, could attend. The house also 
needed to be close enough to Paris to allow 
Monet to go there as often as once a month. 
During one of his househunting expeditions, 
he took the railway between Gisors and Ver-
non and discovered both the village of Giverny 
and a house that met all his requirements. 
Some 75 kilometres from Paris, Giverny lies 
between the Vexin hills and the right bank 
of the Seine and in 1883 had a population of 
three hundred. Attracted by the beauty and va-
riety of its landscapes – fields at times submer-
ged by the floodwaters of the Seine, at others 
inundated with wild flowers – Monet decided 
to settle there. Thanks to an advance of 5,000 
francs from Durand-Ruel, Monet was able to 
rent the former cider press known as Le Pres-
soir from Louis Singeot. The painter and his 
two sons moved in on 29 April; Alice and her 
six children joined them there on 30 April and 
the lease was signed on 3 May.

Le Pressoir was one of the few bour-
geois houses in Giverny. The main house had 
pink walls with grey shutters and comprised 
four rooms on the ground floor, four rooms on 
the first floor, two rooms under the mansard 
roof, as well as an attic and a cellar. To the west 

Monet

at Giverny 

1883–1926
Marianne Mathieu

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit . Ut ante 
sem, vehicula in consectetur at, 
dapibus eget ipsum . Suspendisse 
molestie imperdiet pharetra
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stood a very simple barn with a beaten-earth 
floor; not directly connected to the house, 
the barn’s southern orientation immediate-
ly designated it as the painter’s studio. The 
property also included a garden of 9600 square 
metres, the clos normand, which ran from the 
house to the Chemin du Roy. A central allée 
(avenue), planted with yews to the south and 
a succession of spruces and cypresses, ran the 
full length of the garden and marked its cen-
tral axis. To the west was an orchard, whose 
blossoming apple and pear trees are said to 
have captivated Monet at first sight. Long, 
rectilinear flowerbeds bordered with clipped 
box hedges completed the garden.

So heavily shaded a garden, with more 
trees than flowers, was not to Monet or Alice’s 
liking – although Alice adored trees. Deter-
mined to set their own mark on the place, they 
began gardening and removed the box hedges, 
which they both detested. No sooner had 
Monet arrived than he planted his first flowers 
with the express intention of painting them: ‘I 
have gardening to do and have been busy with 
that in the hope of harvesting a few flowers to 
paint when the weather turns’.3 By the end of 
summer, poppies, chrysanthemums, sunflo-
wers, dahlias and white and yellow daisies, 
along with black hellebores (Christmas roses) 
grown under glass, were flowering. They af-
forded Monet motifs for the decorative panels 
that Durand-Ruel had commissioned in May 
1882 to decorate the doors of the dining room 
in his Parisian townhouse. Having first made 
the portrait Michel Monet in a blue jumper 
(Michel Monet au chandail bleu), 1883 (Musée 
Marmottan, Paris) – one of the first pictures 
painted at Giverny – Monet began to work 
furiously on Durand-Ruel’s decorations. These 
still lifes, composed of flowers cut at Giverny 
and presented in vases specially supplied by 
Durand-Ruel, cost Monet considerable effort.

Though Monet found isolated motifs 
for his paintings at Le Pressoir, it was several 
years before he began to paint the garden as a 
whole. Between 1883 and 1890, the date when 
he bought Le Pressoir and finally arranged it 
exactly as he wished, Monet looked elsewhere 
for the subjects of his paintings. Like Corot 
before him, he was constantly on the road, 
leading an existence similar to that of a tra-
velling salesman. He was always questing for 
a new landscape to paint, seeking ‘marvellous’ 

motifs in the hope of ‘making masterpieces’. 
These ‘painting campaigns’,5 for which Monet 
was now famous, were encouraged by Du-
rand-Ruel; the dealer’s commercial strategy 
rested on exhibiting surprising and innovative 
works. 

Monet spent almost half the year far 
away from Giverny and his family. Starting 
in late 1883, he went to the south of Fran-
ce and Liguria, to Dolceacqua and then to 
Bordighera, where the gardens of the collector 
Francesco Moreno filled him with delight and 
influenced the future arrangement of the clos 
normand. In correspondence with his lover, 
Alice, Monet invited her to imagine ‘some-
thing like a Norman farm courtyard: instead 
of apple trees, orange and lemon trees, and in-
stead of grass, Parma violets; [the] soil ... blue, 
truly and absolutely blue’;6 this was the scene 
that he was passionately striving to render in 
his painting Sasso Valley, sunshine effect (La 
vallée de Sasso, Effet de Soleil), 1884 (Musée 
Marmottan). After each campaign, Monet 
would return to Giverny with a collection of 
canvases painted in situ and set about com-
pleting them in the studio. ‘I shall’, he wrote, 
‘bring back masses of documents so that I can 
do great things at home’.7 

In this context, it is easy to understand 
why Monet soon enlarged the barn studio at 
Le Pressoir. In December 1885 he had a great 
bay window installed that looked out onto the 
garden, along with a parquet floor, pitch-pine 
panelling and a covered staircase connecting 
the studio to the house. Durand-Ruel, who 
financed this operation, told his protégé in 
1886: ‘Now that you have a splendid studio, 
you’ll make even more remarkable works 
for me’.8 In fact, Monet continued to travel. 
He went to Holland and subsequently to the 
Breton island Belle-Île in 1886, where he met 
the art critic Gustave Geffroy and the Austra-
lian painter John Russell; Monet returned to 
the south of France in 1888 and in 1899 was 
thrilled by his discovery of the landscape of 
the Creuse region: ‘a lost countryside ... terri-
bly wild’.9 Monet also spent time in London in 
1887, 1888 and 1891; but his principal desti-
nation was the Norman coast near Le Havre 
where he had grown up and where, in 1872 or 
1873, he painted Impression: sunrise (Impres-
sion soleil levant) (Musée Marmottan Monet, 
Paris). From 1882 onwards, the sea, beaches 
and cliffs of Pourville, Étretat and Varengevil-

le provided Monet with a series of recurrent 
motifs to which he returned tirelessly year 
after year. These paintings in many respects 
prefigured the prolonged series of paintings 
that marked his later life. 

Painting aspects of Giverny
When not thus out campaigning, 

Monet devoted himself to painting the area 
around Giverny. His friend, the American 
painter John Singer Sargent, who visited 
Monet in 1884, portrayed him at work in 
the Vexin landscape, painting his first whe-
atstack (Claude Monet painting by the edge 
of a wood, 1885, Tate, London). Monet also 
immortalised the banks of the Epte and the 
Seine at Vernon, Port-Villez, Bennecourt and 
Jeufosse and the meadows and fields of Giver-
ny when they were awash with iris blossom.

He also began to concentrate on ‘figures 
outdoors ... painted like landscapes’.10 In the 
woods at Giverny: Blanche Hoschedé at her 
Easel with Suzanne Hoschedé reading (Dans 
le marais de Giverny, Suzanne lisant et Blanch 
peignant), 1887 (Los Angeles County Mu-
seum of Art), is an homage from master to 
pupil in which Monet depicts his stepdaughter 
Blanche, paintbrush in hand at her easel near 
the Giverny marshes. On ‘nettle island’, where 
Monet moored his boats, Suzanne Hoschedé 
posed for two Studies of a figure outdoors 
(Essais de figure en plein-air), 1886 (Musée 
d’Orsay, Paris), now among Monet’s most 
famous paintings. Together the two models 
posed on a boat alongside their sister Germai-
ne for In the ‘Norvégienne’ (En Norvégienne), 
c.1887 (Musée d’Orsay). The row boat (La bar-
que), c.1887 (Musée Marmottan), belongs to 
the same set, but here the figures have disap-
peared: ‘The study of the water weed acquires 
unprecedented importance’,11 and prefigures 
the theme of the lily pond. Monet noted: I’ve 
taken on things that are impossible to do … 
water with the weed undulating on the bottom 
... it’s wonderful to see, but wanting to do it 
can drive you round the bend. Still, I’m always 
taking on things like that.12

When Monet was not painting, he gave 
himself over to his passion for gardening. 
With Alice and the children, he progressively 
restructured and rearranged the clos nor-
mand. The family harvested and sowed seeds 
and marked, labelled, pricked out and replan-
ted – the better to protect them – the flowers 

that little by little colonised the alleys of the 
garden and orchard. The latter was celebra-
ted in a painting, Springtime (Le printemps), 
1886 (Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge). In 
1887 the white clematis – a flower that Monet 
particularly loved and that grew wild at Le 
Pressoir – inspired a first painting, White Cle-
matis (Clématites blanches) (p. XX). Although 
painted outdoors, this close-up of a shrubby 
clump of flowers from the ground up is in 
all other respects a still life. Monet made few 
paintings of garden flowers at this stage and 
those he did make tell us little about the layout 
of the garden or of the major alterations made 
before 1890.

At that date, Monet was finally able to 
buy the house he had been living in for seven 
years. His reputation was now established – 
had he not exhibited in 1889 at the celebrated 
gallery of Georges Petit alongside Rodin? 
– and his financial situation had improved, 
but he again turned to Durand-Ruel to help 
him with the 22,000 francs required for the 
purchase: I shall have to ask you for quite a 
lot of money; I’m about to either purchase the 
house where I live or leave Giverny, which I 
would hate to do because I’m certain I’d never 
be able to find such a set up or such a beautiful 
landscape.14 On 19 November 1890, Monet 
signed the deeds in the office of Maître Grim-
pard, a notary at Vernon. The artist ‘of no fixed 
abode’, driven out of Ville d’Avray, Argentueil, 
Vétheuil and Poissy, was now a homeowner for 
the first time. He could finally settle in, take 
root, and become one with a house and garden 
that he was free to shape in his own image. 
Building work started immediately.

In March 1981, Monet wrote to Gef-
froy: ‘I’m up to my neck in workers, planting 
and removals of all kinds’.15 The house gained 
some modern conveniences and was decora-
ted in new colours: blue for the library, kitchen 
and the bedroom that Monet had built for 
himself on the first floor; violet for Blanche 
and Germaine’s rooms. In his own rooms, 
Monet was surrounded by the works of his 
friends: Eugène Boudin, Gustave Caillebotte, 
Paul Cézanne, Edgar Degas, Johan Barthold 
Jongkind, Edouard Manet, Berthe Morisot, 
Camille Pissarro, Auguste Renoir and others. 
The rooms of the rest of the house were de-
corated with Japanese prints, of which Monet 
was an ardent collector. In the studio, however, 
his own works hung in four dense rows that 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit . Ut ante sem, vehicula in 
consectetur at, dapibus eget ipsum . Sus-

pendisse molestie imperdiet pharetra
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carefully retraced the road that he had travel-
led as an artist.

Above all, it was the garden that 
absorbed the painter; he ‘cultivated furious-
ly’.17 Growing methods and the finding and 
swapping of rare species (and of the addres-
ses of nurseries) now lay at the heart of his 
correspondence with two friends, the painter 
Caillebotte, who had first introduced him to 
gardening, and the playwright and art critic 
Octave Mirbeau.

The clos normand assumed a new 
form in which flowers were chosen for their 
simplicity and colours; they took over not only 
all the available ground, but also the air – with 
Monet making widespread use of trellises. In 
front of the house, to the west, he installed rec-
tangular flowerbeds with trellises over them; 
while to the east he created square flowerbeds. 
The cypresses of the central allée were remo-
ved despite Alice’s reservations (this probably 
marked the influence of Caillebotte) to make 
room for metal archways over which climbing 
roses soon blossomed. The orchard to the west 
was replaced by an English-style lawn planted 
with cherries and Japanese apple trees. There, 
the square beds were bordered with irises and 
planted with flowers each of a single colour: 
red, white or pink. The orchard to the east 
of the house was also replaced by a series of 
thirty-eight rectangular beds arranged bearing 
flowers of different species. Nicknamed the 
‘paintboxes’ for their dense proximity of single 
colours – was this a reminiscence of Dutch 
tulip fields? – these beds were surmounted by 
light trellises from which a lacework of clema-
tis and rose rained down.

Mirbeau gave one of the first known 
descriptions of the clos normand in an article 
in the magazine L’Art dans les Deux Mondes, 
on 7 March 1891. His lyrical, expert descrip-
tion revealed Monet’s ambition to create a 
flower garden in which, over the course of 
spring, summer and autumn, innumerable 
blossoms followed one after another with 
constantly striking and changing colours:  ‘It is 
spring. The wallflowers have just exhaled their 
last; the peonies – the divine peonies – have 
faded; death has taken the hyacinths. Already 
the nasturtiums display linear leaves of a de-
licious acid green and the eschscholtzias their 
brassy young leafage; in the broad beds that 
they border (on a background of blossoming 

orchard), the irises raise their strange, curved 
petals frilled in white, mauve, lilac, yellow 
and blue, striated with brown featherings and 
purplish dotting, evoking, in their complicated 
underwear, mysterious analogies, perverse and 
tempting dreams like those that float in the 
air around the disturbing bloom of the orchid 
... At the top of their flexible shafts, day-lilies 
incline their perfumed calyxes; and poppies 
open wide on their hairy peduncles, enormous 
cups of vermilion blood, twining themselves 
around their horizontal supports; the lar-
ge-flowered clematises constellate the ambient 
greenery and the sky with their immaculate 
pale corollas faintly washed with azure or 
pink. And the summer flowers prepare for the 
joy of blossoming amid the edging plants that 
are just waking to the season.’18

As the garden took root, so did Monet: 
‘I must confess’, he wrote to Stéphane Mal-
larmé, ‘I find it very hard to leave Giverny, 
especially now that I’m arranging house and 
garden the way I want them’.19 In 1890, Monet 
put an end to his systematic travelling and 
sought his principal motifs in the landscape 
around him. To these motifs he devoted his 
earliest series – the end point of a long and 
empirical creative process. The grainstacks 
that he painted after the harvest of 1890 were 
in the clos Morin, just a step away to the west 
of Le Pressoir. He went there on foot, with his 
canvases in a wheelbarrow. Once, Monet went 
by boat to the edge of Limetz, two kilometres 
from Giverny, in order to paint a ‘bouquet’ of 
poplars on the south bank of the Epte. This 
was one of his main preoccupations in 1892. 

On the rare occasions when he did 
travel, Monet did not forget Giverny. When he 
stayed in Rouen in 1893 to paint his Cathedr-
als series, Monet sent home passion flowers 
and climbing begonias obtained for him by 
the Director of the Botanical Gardens there, 
Emile Varenne; Monet wanted them for the 
temperate greenhouse that he was having 
built at Giverny. In 1895 in Sandviken (see the 
handsome set of pictures Monet painted there 
pp. XX–XX) he hoped to bring back ‘special 
plants from Norway’.20 It was for his collecti-
on of flowers – ‘difficult to maintain and care 
for because of the diversity of the species cul-
tivated’21 – that Monet, on Mirbeau’s advice, 
recruited his head gardener, Félix Breuil, who 
was soon to reign over a team of six.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit . Ut ante sem, vehicula in 
consectetur at, dapibus eget ipsum . Sus-

pendisse molestie imperdiet pharetra
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As Monet gradually confirmed his sta-
tus as one of the leading French artists of his 
time, there grew around him a notion of the 
painter-gardener: a man as likely to ferret out 
rare plants as new motifs to paint. The colony 
of American artists that settled around Monet 
at Giverny – a tangible sign of his growing 
reputation – helped to spread this image. 
Theodore Robinson photographed the master 
in his gardening clothes in the clos, while John 
Leslie Breck received permission to paint in 
the garden around 1890; producing Garden at 
Giverny, 1887–91 (Terra Foundation for Ame-
rican Art, Chicago). Another American, Lilla 
Cabot Perry, testified to Monet’s passion for 
horticulture and the exotic flowers for which 
he had a greenhouse built in 1892.22

The water garden
With the creation, in 1893, of a second 

garden – the lily pond, also known as the wa-
ter garden – the image of the painter-gardener 
took on mythical dimensions. Monet’s project 
was no longer simply a pleasure garden, a 
thing of beauty, but stood at the very kernel 
of his painting. Whereas Monet had not often 
painted the clos normand, over the next thirty 
years the water garden became the almost 
exclusive motif of his oeuvre.

On 5 February 1893, Monet acquired a 
1,268 square-metre plot directly aligned with 
the rest of his property. The plot was enclosed 
between the nearby railway and an arm of 
the Epte known as the ‘Ru’, and there Monet 
planned to create a bassin for the cultivation 
of aquatic plants. The excavation and banking 
required no authorisation and went ahead at 
full speed, but permission to draw water from 
the Ru, which was essential if the bassin was to 
be fed, was held up by a small group of Giver-
nois who feared that the aquatic plants might 
‘vitiate the water and damage its quality’.24 
The municipal council found in their favour 
and on 19 April rejected the painter’s request. 
Between February and July 1893, from the 
purchase of the land until the prefectural au-
thorisation was published, one of those ‘little 
scenes of rural comedy’25 – as Mirbeau so 
accurately described it – played out in Giver-
ny: Parisians (horzins in the local dialect) were 
pitted against the native population, with Mo-
net starring as a Parisian. The whole business 
would be of strictly anecdotal interest were it 
not for the enquiries, petitions and letters of 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit . Ut ante sem, vehicula in 
consectetur at, dapibus eget ipsum . Sus-

pendisse molestie imperdiet pharetra
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit . Ut ante sem, vehicula in 
consectetur at, dapibus eget ipsum . Sus-

pendisse molestie imperdiet pharetra
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support and opposition that have survived in 
the archives of the Préfecture de l’Eure (Prefect 
of the Eure); they give us precise informati-
on about the genesis of the garden. Whereas 
we have no contemporary plan of the clos 
normand, a trained engineer, on 23 June 1893, 
made a blueprint of the aquarium planned 
by Monet: two channels linking the Epte to 
the narrow, rectangular bassin, with a soberly 
designed footbridge on the same axis as the 
house and directly aligned with the rosebush 
path. The whole thus acquired a ‘Japanese air’ 
– perhaps reminiscent of the prints that Monet 
collected – and was much admired by Julie 
Manet.26 In a letter dated 17 July 1893, Monet 
told the Préfecture de l’Eure: I should also like 
you to know that the aforementioned cultivati-
on of aquatic plants is not on the scale implied 
by that word; it’s just a thing for fun and for 
the pleasure of the eye, and also by way of 
providing motifs to paint.27 

His plan for a bassin may well, as Clare 
Willsdon supposes, have been inspired by 
the aquarium of the Jardin des Plantes; the 
Revue horticole described the waterlilies there 
‘developing in a magnificent free-for-all ... the 
whole garlanded with lianas and suggestive of 
a little creek on the banks of the Amazon’.28 
We do know that the Universal Exhibition of 
1899 influenced Monet’s design. Opposite the 
Eiffel Tower, in a reconstituted environment 
on the esplanade of the Trocadéro, the nursery 
gardener Joseph Bory Lator-Marliac had exhi-
bited, over six months, the varieties of colou-
red European waterlilies that he had developed 
by hybridisation of local white waterlilies with 
exotic varieties. It was from Marliac’s nursery 
at Temple-sur-Lot that Monet obtained the 
plants for his bassin. On 14 May 1894 baskets 
of pink and yellow lotus and nenuphars were 
delivered to Vernon Station, followed by red 
and pink nymphaeaceae in 1904 and 1908.

In 1895, Monet made his first three paintings 
of the lily pond: the very first was painted 
in winter shortly before his departure for 
Norway, and the following two on his return 
in early spring. Monet seems to have spent the 
rest of 1895 and 1896 (when not at Varengevil-
le) working on the series Mornings on the Sei-
ne (Matinées sur la Seine):30 images, captured 
at dawn, of the mirror-like surface of the river 
over which the morning mists dissolve and 
the dawn light leaves its earliest reflections. 
The journalist Maurice Guillemot, who visited 
Monet in August of 1897, was invited to join 
the painter at 3.30 am in the studio-boat from 
which Monet was completing the series. On 
his return, in an article in the Revue illustrée 
of 15 March 1898, Guillemot admired the lilies 
in the bassin as ‘the models for a decoration, 
the studies for which [Monet] has already 
begun, big panels that he showed me ... in his 
studio’. Because Monet foresaw, as Guillemot 
had already noted in 1897, the immense artis-
tic potential of the water garden, he had built 
a second studio not far from the hothouses to 
the west of the property; it was to be dedicated 
to a new and unprecedented kind of painting.

Daniel Wildenstein identifies the 
panels mentioned by Guillemot with the first 
series of Nymphéas, to which the masterpiece 
Waterlilies, evening effect (Nymphéas, effet du 
soir), 1897 (p. XX), belongs. It is still a picture 
of flowers, featuring life-sized portraits of the 
open corollas; as if Monet, before dedicating 
himself entirely to the reflections in the water, 
wanted to pay homage to white waterlilies as 
his friends had done before him: Caillebot-
te,31 Mallarmé and Morisot.32

In 1898 came the Lily ponds (Bassins 
aux nymphéas) series, a sequence of twelve 
canvases, nearly square in format and dated 
1899, which was completed in 1900 by six 
further paintings. The Japanese bridge, the 
vegetation planted five years earlier and by 
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now luxuriant – bushes and willows with their 
mobile leafage on the bank and the dense car-
pet of flowers on the calm waters of the pond 
– are the subject matter of these works. They 
are at once among the most realistic and most 
enchanting views of the water garden.

On 10 May 1901 Monet acquired a 
new plot of land with a view to enlarging 
the surface area of the pond, which grew 
threefold from 20 to 60 square metres. While 
works were in progress he made three stays in 
London (1899, 1900 and 1901), bringing back 
ninety-seven canvases whose themes inclu-
ded Charing Cross Bridge (p. XX), Waterloo 
Bridge (p. XX), the houses of Parliament (p. 
XX) and, very occasionally, Leicester Square. 
On his return to France, Monet paid what 
seems to have been his farewell visits to 
Vétheuil, before retreating to Giverny, where 
he depicted the blossoming apple trees (p. XX) 
and the main allée of the clos normand, still at 
that stage bordered with spruces (p. XX).

From 1903 to 1908 Monet devoted 
himself exclusively to the waterlilies. Though 
present in the earliest water landscapes, the 
bank disappears from later versions leaving 
only islets of lilies floating on calm, clear water 
(p. XX). From 1905 onwards, the reflections 
of trees, clouds and sky in the water gained an 
increasingly prominent role and by 1907 and 
1908 they had become the true subject of these 
paintings, now mostly made in landscape (p. 
XX), but very occasionally in circular format 
(p. XX). It was probably in order to gain some 
distance from his ‘obsession’ with ‘these lands-
capes of water and reflections’33 – and to offer 
Alice a break – that the couple left for Venice 
during the autumn of 1908. On Monet’s return 
from Italy,34 the oft-postponed exhibiti-
on Lilies, Series of Water Landscapes (Les 
Nymphéas, Séries de Paysages d’eau) opened 
at Durand-Ruel’s gallery: 48 of the 77 pictures 
painted between 1903 and 1908 were exhibited 
(see Phillippe Piguet’s essay, ‘A decisive exhibi-
tion’, pp. XX–XX).
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The exhibition was a major event. 
Among its visitors was Monet’s very influential 
friend, the French Prime Minister Georges 
Clémenceau. The press showed no interest in 
connecting the lilies to the efflorescence of the 
new art; praise was confined to ‘this extraordi-
nary man’,35 the maker of a ‘unique poetry’.36 
It should be said that Monet, having acqui-
red ‘the status of a giant’,37 was working to 
establish his own legend. His garden became a 
place for the reception of guests and the pro-
motion of his work; visiting Giverny became a 
pilgrimage indispensable to those who sought 
to understand the man and the painting. Jour-
nalists, collectors from all over the world and 
artists hastened to Giverny to admire Monet’s 
other masterpiece, the garden composed like a 
painting, in which the artist now posed for the 
cameras of men like Étienne Clémentel and 
Sacha Guitry.

The death of his beloved wife Alice, in 1911, 
combined with the diagnosis, made in 1912, 
of an inoperable cataract, brought about a 
two-year hiatus in Monet’s work. In 1914, 
encouraged by Clémenceau and by his stepd-
aughter Blanche Hoschedé-Monet (who was 
now living by his side at Giverny), Monet set 
about the immense task of the Grand decora-
tions. To mark the end of the First World War, 
Monet presented this set of twenty remounted 
canvases to the French state.39 Decorations on 
the theme of water landscapes, these paintings 
were intended to take their place in two large 
oval rooms in the Orangerie des Tuileries.

In order to execute this series, in 1915 
Monet built a third studio 23 metres long, 12 
metres wide and 15 metres high to the north-
east of his property. He worked simultaneously 
on his canvases until his death, retouching 
them over a period of several years so that it is 
difficult – indeed hopeless, given his method – 
to establish a coherent chronology.

Monet painted a great many pictures 
for the Grand decorations, but only a certain 
number of them were selected for the Oran-
gerie. Many of the paintings in the collection 
of the Musée Marmottan, Wildenstein tells 
us, were originally conceived as part of this 
enormous enterprise. One such work was 
Wisteria (Glycines), 1919–20 (p. XX), which 
Monet ultimately decided not to include; he 
also excluded many two-by-two-metre panels 
intended to form a link between the smaller 

works and much bigger canvases between 
four and six metres long. The selection made 
for the Orangerie emphasises the diversity of 
Monet’s final work and displays what is often 
perceived as an oscillation between figuration 
and abstraction (the term ‘non-figuration’ is 
perhaps more appropriate). Three paintings, 
all dated between 1916 and 1919, display vari-
ations on the motifs of nymphéas and willow 
reflections: they also illustrate the passage 
from a faithful – and invariably poetic – des-
cription of nature to a more hermetic, that is 
non-figurative, evocation (pp. XX–XX) 

In the predominant blue tone of these 
pictures, certain critics have detected the visu-
al difficulties Monet was experiencing by this 
time; notably his cyanopsia (which causes one 
to see everything in blue). He said: ‘I see blue, 
I no longer see red, I no longer see yellow; it’s 
a terrible nuisance because I know that these 
colours exist, because I know that on my palet-
te there is some red, there is some yellow, there 
is a special green, there is a certain violet; I no 
longer see them as I saw them before and yet I 
remember very clearly the colours they made 
for me.’40 

The effect of xanthopsia (which causes one 
to see everything in yellow), another morbid 
visual condition suffered by Monet, is evoked 
in certain easel paintings made between 1922 
and 1923. These paintings of the artist’s house 
(pp. XX–XX), the rose alley (pp. XX–XX), the 
Japanese bridge (p. XX–XX) and willows are 
so indecipherable that one can barely distin-
guish the flowering arcades from the bridge 
over the lily pond. In 1923, Monet underwent 
three operations on his eyes and recovered his 
perception of colour. He now saw these little 
panels in a new light, was rather astonished by 
them and acknowledged that they faithfully 
reproduced his perception of that period. In 
this case, Monet, who habitually burnt works 
that dissatisfied him, allowed honesty to 
trump dogmatism; he refused to destroy the 
works and kept them in his studio. From there 
they passed to the Musée Marmottan, making 
it the sole depository of his last work. 

Before his death at age eighty-six, on 5 
December 1926, Monet took up his paintbrush 
once more and painted a bouquet of roses (p. 
XX), celebrating one last time the flowers that 
had first made him want to become a painter.
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